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Methodology

• Corpus-based CDA uses CL to analyse linguistic data in discourses as 
manifestations of ideologies 

• form       semantics (meaning)       pragmatics (use)

1. Research questions,

2. Building corpora,

3. Collocation/word sketches analysis,

4. Semantic preference analysis,

5. Discourse prosody analysis with critical metaphor analysis.



1. Research questions

How do the American and Mexican press represent Mexican

immigration to the US?

• What differences and similarities can be observed between the 
attitudes towards immigration from Mexico to the USA that are 
expressed by Mexican and American newspapers?

• How does the discourse of immigration change/develop/evolve during 
Trump’s presidency?



• 16 June 2015: Trump’s speech for presidential candidacy

• 8th November 2016: Trump wins presidential elections

• 20 January 2017: Trump’s inauguration speech

• June 2017: Separation of children (pilot programme)

• September 2017: Trump announces to end DACA

• June 2018: end of family separations

• 1 July 2018: AMLO wins presidential elections in Mexico

• December 2018 – January 2019: US government

shutdown

• 25 January 2019: implementation of ‘Remain in Mexico’

• 30 May 2019: Trump threatens Mexico to impose 5%

tariff

• March 2020: US outbreak of Covid-19 and the appeal to

‘Title 42’.

• June 2020: Supreme Court rules that DACA needs to be

reinstated

• 8 July 2020: AMLO and Trump meet in Washington

• 3 November 2020: Trump loses presidential elections



2. Corpora

• American immigration corpus (AIC)
- the US newspapers (in English): 16,619,929 words
New York Times, Washington Post, USA Today, Los Angeles Times,
The Arizona Republic and Chicago Tribune

• Mexican immigration corpus (MIC)

- Mexican newspapers (in Spanish): 12,258,126 words

El Universal, Elimparcial.com, Reforma, El Norte, Lacronica.com and
Mural



Collocations

• “Give information about the most frequent or salient ideas associated with a 
word” (Gabrielatos and Baker, 2008: 10).

• Contribute to the meaning of a word and enable semantic inside into the word. 

• Identified by distance, frequency, and exclusivity

• Happen when two words co-occur within a predetermined span-collocation 
window (Gabrielatos and Baker, 2008)



Concordance of the collocate ‘deport 
immigrants’ in Sketch Engine (SE)



Word Sketches in SE

• SE enables the analysis of collocations in form of Word Sketches, which show 
collocates of a word within syntactic structures (e.g., words collocating with 
‘immigrant’ when it is the subject or object of a clause).

• Word Sketches look at lexemes, that is, the root or “the base form of a word” 
(Baker, Hardie and McEnery, 2022: 105), rather than a particular form. Word 
Sketches also consider the plural forms of the nouns.



Word Sketches of the node ‘immigration’ in 
AIC in SE



Semantic preference

• “The relation, not between individual words, but between a lemma or word-form 
and a set of semantically related words” (Stubbs, 2001: 65-66). 

• “A co-occurrence pattern between a word and a semantic category of words” 
(McEnery and Hardie, 2014: 250) 

• Whereas collocation is a relation between word forms independent of meaning, 
semantic preference is the relation between a word form and one or more 
semantic categories. 

• the item ‘mug of’ frequently co-occurs with words such as, ‘coffee’, ‘tea’ or ‘hot 
chocolate’, creating the semantic category of ‘hot drinks’ (Gabrielatos and Baker, 
2008: 12).



Semantic preference groups for AIC and MIC

• Examine the Word Sketches for the words ‘immigrant’ and ‘immigration’, and
their Spanish equivalents ‘inmigrante’ and ‘inmigración’

• Collocation patterns in (sub-)corpora AIC and MIC with the logDice value 7 and
above, were grouped according to their semantic preference

• Collocates were classified into topics according to their meaning. Topics are not
evaluative; they occur on a semantic (not pragmatic) level of meaning and
represent the topics newspapers are interested in reporting when discussing
issues of migration. Thus, semantic preference groups are used as synonyms for
topics.



Concordance of collocation 'immigrants commit' in AIC



Topic Frequency Definition Collocates

Rules and regulations 

(and resistance to them)

16,241 Characteristics of the US

immigration system, and immigrants’ rights.

(Eng.) advocate, allow, judge, law, policy, protect, system

(Sp.) abrir (open), absurdo (absurd), corte (court), débil (weak), defectuoso (faulty), defensor

(defender), derecho (right), diversidad (diversity), duro (leyes) (strong laws), estricto (strict),  

generoso (generous), honesto (honest), huelga (strike), inclusión (inclusion), parte (part), 

protesta (protest), reforma (reform), suele (accustom), violación (violation)

Legality/illegality   10,082 The legal/illegal status of immigrants/immigration. (Eng.) illegal, legal, unauthorised, undocumented 

(Sp.) ilegal (illegal), indocumentado (undocumented), irregular (irregular), legal (legal), 

legalización (legalization)

Unwelcome 3,111 Collocates indexing that immigrants from/through 

Mexico, are seen as unwelcome.

(Eng.) curb, deter, issue, limit, problem, reduce, restrict, stop

(Sp.) arrestar (arrest), atacar (attack), cacería (hunting), caer (fall), carga (burden), combatir

(fight), contundente (overwhelming), corroborar (prove), dañar (harm), deportación

(deportation), 

detención (detention), disminuir (decrease), enemigo (enemy), expulsión (expulsion), 

intensificación (de deportaciones) (intensification of deportations), indeseado (unwanted), 

merma (decrease), problema (problema), rechazo (rejection), reducción (reduction), retóricam 

(rhetoric), xenophobia (xenophobia)

Provenance/Nationality 2,473 The origins of immigrants and ‘transit’ countries. (Eng.) Asian, black, color, Cuban, Italian, Jewish, Latino, Liberian, Mexican, race, Salvadoran

(Sp.)  África, canadiense (Canadian), Centroamérica (Central America), Honduras    

Mass/Number 2,285        Discussion of the number of undocumented 

immigrants entering (or already in) the US.

(Eng.) community, group, many, more, most, other, population 

(Sp.) aumento (increase), avalancha (avalanche), caravana (caravan), flujo (flux), minoría 

(minority), número (number), ola (wave), oleada (waves), invasión (invasión)

Family 1,779 Collocates indicating the link between immigration 

and family issues               

(Eng.) activists, children (separation), detention,‘dreamer’, family, family-based, minor, 

mother, parent



Issues of entering 989 Challenges of undocumented immigrants when 

crossing the border, and the ways the US 

authorities are tackling the illegal immigration at 

the border.          

(Eng.) agent, arrive, come, cross, enter, officer, patrol, security

(Sp.) administración (administration), aduana (customs), control (fronterizo) (border control), 

frontera (border), ingreso (entry), seguridad (security)

Economy/Employment 568 Immigration from/through Mexico is beneficial or 

detrimental to US economy.

(Eng.) activist, care, good, healthcare, important, labor, lazy, low-skilled, spending, strengthen, 

tax, welcome, worker, workforce

(Sp.) aportar (contribute), beneficiar (is beneficial), bueno (good), capacitados (capable), 

desocupación (unemployment), desempleo (unemployment), empleado (employee), empleo 

(job), exportador (exporter), fortalecer (strengthen), destinar (post), contribución (contribution), 

inversionista (investor), no trabajadores (not working), nutrir (feed), positivo (positive), remesas 

(remittances), trabajador (working)

Criminality/ danger/ threat 567 Mexican immigrants are allegedly criminals, drug 

traffickers and pose danger to US citizens.

(Eng.) afraid, commit, criminal, (drug) trafficking/smuggling, high, low, rapist, terrorism, threat 

(Sp.)  (Luis) Bracamontes, condenar (accused), contrabando (smuggling), coyote (migrant 

smuggler), criminal (criminal), criminalidad (criminality), droga (droga), drama (drama),      

incautación (seizure), inferior (smaller), López-Sánchez, lucha (fight), mariguana (marijuana), 

narcotráfico (drug trafficking), persecución (persecution), transportar (transport), victimario 

(perpetrator), violador (rapist)

Trump 287 Immigration as the central political topic of Trump’s 

presidency.

(Eng.) speech, central, climate change, healthcare

(Sp.) intención (intention)

Plight/ Vulnerability 267 Dire circumstances of undocumented immigrants. (Eng.) bash, characterize, demonize, denigrate, die, disparage, label, released

(Sp.) liberación (leberation), morir (die), vulnerable (vulnerable)

Religion 219 Collocates indicating that the issue of the religion of 

immigrants is treated                                    as 

important.

(Eng.) Catholic, Lutheran, Muslim

(Sp.) musulmán (Muslim)

Topic Frequency Definition Collocates



Discourse prosody

• Origins in the neo-Firthian analysis of collocation through concordances

• Sinclair (1999: 33-34) defines discourse prosody as “attitudinal,” concerned with speaker 
meaning (pragmatics)

• Relates to ‘the way that the words in corpus can collocate with a related set of words or 
phrases, often revealing (hidden) attitudes’ (Baker, Hardie and McEnery, 2022: 58). 

• For example, the word ‘immigration’ may collocate with the semantic groups such as 
illegality (‘unauthorised’, ‘irregular’) and criminality (‘smuggling’, ‘threat’). Together with 
exploration of concordances, they uncover the discourse prosody of opposition towards 
immigration.



Annotation

• “Annotation is the manual or automatic process of adding information to a
corpus. The information may refer to the grammatical, syntactical, semantic or
pragmatic properties of words, phrases, structures, sentences, or longer
stretches of text. Grammatical annotation is also referred to as (grammatical or
part-of-speech) tagging” (McEnery and Gabrielatos, 2006: 60)

• “Annotation uses special codes (or tags), which are attached to a phrase or longer
part of the text to annotate the corpus. Markup also alludes to the process of
adding the codes to a text” (Baker, Hardie and McEnery, 2022: 113).



Process of Annotation

Where semantic preference and discourse prosody meet.

1. Search for Concordances in AIC and MIC with the nodes immigration, 
immigrants and inmigración, inmigrantes, respectively

2. Extract samples with 50 instances for each node

3. Convert the instances from SE in table into Word document

4. Assign a specific semantic topic about immigration/immigrants to each 
instance and determine the attitude towards the topic

5. Classification of attitudes into three levels

5.    Create codes 

6. Create annotation scheme with codes, definitions, instances and 

metaphors











Annotation visualisation

























“The backlog of what the government calls "fugitive aliens" has persisted through Republican and Democratic 
administrations, inflamed conservatives who oppose illegal immigration, and resisted 
the immigration authorities' attempts at enforcement.”
(New York Times)

• The instance is a metaphorical linguistic expression with words whose basic meaning relates to fire: the 
noun backlog and the verb to inflame.

• A backlog is “a large log at the back of a hearth fire” and to inflame means “to set on fire” (Mirriem-
Webster Dictionary)

IRREGULAR IMMIGRANTS ARE FIRE

Source domain: FIRE Target domain: IRREGULAR IMMIGRANTS

Cause/start of fire ⇒ irregular immigrants

Object/subject of damage ⇒ conservatives

Result/damage made ⇒ illegal immigration has negative effects/is

destroying the US (immigration system)

Attitude negative towards immigrants 

• (Att_neg).



• The instance refers to immigrants with metaphorical linguistic expression fugitive aliens, which can be 
seen as criminalizing immigrants. 

• A fugitive is “a person (such as a suspect, witness, or defendant) involved in a criminal case who tries to 
elude law enforcement especially by fleeing the jurisdiction” (Mirriem-Webster Dictionary)

• As the adjective fugitive assigns negative characteristic (criminality) to immigrants, the expression 
fugitive aliens refers to immigrants in pejorative manner. 

IMMIGRANTS ARE CRIMINALS 

• Source domain: CRIMINALS Target domain: IMMIGRANTS

Against the law ⇒ immigrants are undocumented

Attitude negative towards immigrants 

• (Att_neg).



What we should do, I believe, is provide them a way that they don’t have to hide in the 
shadows,” Carson said of the millions of undocumented immigrants already in the 
country. </s><s> “Give them an opportunity to become guest workers. (Arizona Republic)

• The metaphorical phrase to hide in the shadows refers to the fact that irregular immigrants need

to hide from the US authorities, because they are undocumented, and if they were caught, they

would be deported.

• One of the meanings of the shadow is “shelter from danger or observation” (Mirriem-Webster

Dictionary)

• Similarly, to hide means “to conceal for shelter or protection” (Mirriem-Webster Dictionary)

Shadows is “an area of darkness in which people and things cannot be seen” (Cambridge

Dictionary)



LIFE OF IMMIGRANTS IS A HIDING PLACE

Source domain: HIDING PLACE Target domain: LIFE OF IMMIGRANTS

Person who is hiding ⇒ immigrants

Person who is seeking ⇒migration authorities

A shelter and fear to be found ⇒ immigrants are living in clandestine

always in vigilance not to be found

Attitude positive-undocumented

• (Att_pos-undoc)



IMMIGRANT IS A GUEST

• Source domain: GUEST Target domain: IMMIGRANT

Person inviting ⇒ the US migration officials

Person invited ⇒ immigrants

Status: welcome ⇒ legal

Attitude positive-undocumented

• (Att_pos-undoc)



Thank you for your attention!
I am happy to answer questions.
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